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GENERALIZED SHIFT TEST METHOD AND 

        METROPOLIS WALK

                          By 

Toshio SAKATA *, Kentaro NOMAKUCHI 'and Tadashi HAYASHI 

                          Abstract 

      The concordance number in the generalized shift test method is in
   terpreted as the trace of contingency tables with fixed margins. For the 
   distribution of the concordance number the closeness of the normal ap

   proximation and its improvement by the Gram-Charlier approximation 
   are discussed. The Metropolis walk on the set of contingency tables is 

   constructed. The two approximations are compared with the simula
   tion by the Metropolis walk, and then the Gram-Charlier approximation 

    is shown to be extremely close to the distribution of the concordance 
    number.

   Key words and phrases: Lexicostatistics, generalized shift test method, contingency 
tables, Metropolis walk, normal approximation, Gram-Charlier approximation. 

1. Introduction 

    In lexicostatistics one is concerned whether two languages are near or not, in other 
words, whether they have a common root' language or not. One typical idea to confirm 
it is as follows. A sample of pairs of words with a same meaning is taken from two 
languages. For example Yasumoto, B. and Honda, M.(1978) selected 100 or 200 pairs 
of words to verify the nearness between Tokyo dialect and Peking dialect. They, for 
example, compared "ookii" in Tokyo dialect and "ta" in Peking dialect both of which 
mean "big," and "kawaita" in Tokyo dialect and "kan" in Peking dialect both of which 
mean "dry." The number of pairs with the same pronunciation of some part of them, for 

example the first position, is counted. If this count, i.e., the number of concordant pairs, 
exceeds the expected number by incidence, it is thought that there is a possibility of the 
existence of a common root language at some past time and that they are "near." Oswalt, 
R.L.(1970) introduced the shift test method(STM) to judge whether the concordance 
number is more than expected or not. Yoshida, T.(1984) generalized the method to 
supplement some defaults. In the following we give a brief review of Yoshida's method. 
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    Suppose that we want to compare a language LA with a language LB and that we 
have a list of N fundamental words rA = {A1, ... , AN} and rB = {B1, ... ,BN} from 
each language. When a consonant appears first in a word, we call it the first consonant 
of the word. Let W = {wi, ... , wd} be the collection of all the first consonants which 
appear in the fundamental words of F = rA U FB. We define a function ¢ as a function 
which picks up the first consonant of a word. For example, if A= "kawaita" of Tokyo 
dialect which means "dry" then q5(A)="k"and if B="kan" of Peking dialect which also 
means "dry" then 0(B)="k," and they have the same first consonant "k." Moreover, if 
A="nemuru" of Tokyo dialect which means "sleep" then q(A)="n" and if B="inu" of 
Old Japanese which also means "sleep" then ¢(B)="n," and they also have the same 
first consonant. Note that in the last example the first position of "inu" is "i" and it is 
not a consonant. In this case we are concerned with the pronunciation of "n" which is 
the consonant to appear first. We define 

ai= :c(Ai)=wi}, i=1,...,d, 

that is, ai denotes the number of words in FA whose first consonant is wi. Clearly we 
have 

E ai = N. 
i-1 

Similarly we define 
bi=O{j =0(B.7)=wi}, i=1,...,d, 

and then we also have 

I bi = N. 
i-1 

  Let SN be the symmetric group of degree N. Using a function 

                                    1 if wi = W2                      H(
wl, w2) =0 

otherwise, 

we define 

                  X = E 11(0(11i), 0(130-0)))~ 
i=1 

where a E SN. That is, X is the concordance number among the pairs (A1, Bc(1)), ..., 
(AN, B,(N) ). Let xo denote the concordance number corresponding with the identity 
permutation, that is, the one for the original pairing where two words with a same 
meaning are paired. We then calculate a pvalue, i.e., the probability that X becomes 

greater than or equal to xo, when a is uniformly distributed over SN. If the probability 
is too small (for example, smaller than 0.01), we think that this suggests the existence 

of a common root language in the past. Such is an outline of the Yoshida's method, 
and we call it the generalized shift test method(GSTM). Note that the GSTM improves 
the STM in the point that the p-value by the GSTM becomes independent of initial 
arrangements of words.
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   Yoshida, T.(1984) obtained moments of X and proposed several approximations 
of the pvalues, in which the approximation by the binomial distribution, the normal 
approximation and the GramCharlier approximation are included. However only the 
approximation by the binomial distribution and the normal approximation are treated 
there for real data. We discuss the GramCharlier approximation in more details. He 
also suggested that the normal approximation for the GSTM may be good because the 
skewness and the kurtosis are very near to those of the normal. But he argued nothing 
about the closeness of these approximations. 

   The main purpose of this paper is to discuss the closeness of the normal approx
imation and its improvement by the GramChariler approximation. The notion of the 
concordance number of the GSTM can be restated in terms of contingency tables with 
fixed margins, and then the distribution of X becomes theoretically tractable. In this 
framework, we show the following; (1) The exact distribution is easily simulated by 
a Metropolis walk on the set of contingency tables; (2) The normal approximation is 
sufficiently good for testing statistically with usual significance levels, but it gives too 
small estimates for the small upper probabilities; (3) The GramCharlier approximation 
improves the normal approximation and fits extremely well even for the small upper 
probabilities. 

2. Concordance number and contingency table 

    Let  SZ be the set of all d x d contingency tables with the fixed row sums {ai, ... , ad} 
and the fixed column sums {bi, ... , bd}. For 9 E SZ, let 9ii be the (i,j) cell's count. The 
following proposition summarizes the relation of the two notions of concordance number 
and contingency table, the proof of which is easily obtained by a combinatorial argument. 

    PROPOSITION 2.1. The concordance number can be interpreted as the diagonal sum 
(that is, the trace) of 9 in S2 with the specified row sums and column sums. Furthermore 
9 E S2 is distributed as a generalized hypergeometric distribution, that is, 

                                            d 
                              i ailli_ib~I 

    Table 1 illustrates the proposition. The second column of the table shows that 

among the bi words of FB whose first consonant is wi, ei1, 921 and 931 words correspond 

to the words of FA whose first consonant is w1, w2 and w3 respectively. Other columns 

are interpreted in the same way. This table corresponds to the FA and FB.

Table 1. 3 x 3 contingency table 

       for FA and FB
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In the similar way, we have another table 9(u) for a E S2 from IPA and rB = {B,(1), ... , 
B,(3) }. When or is uniformly distributed in S3, we have the generalized hypergeometric 
distribution of 9 = 9(u) such as 

P(9) =~i_1az! 11~=1 bj i 
3 3                                N!11i=1Hj=1 9i3 

The concordance number is given by X = E3=19ii. 
    Next we consider the distribution of X. Our primary concern about the distribution 

of X = Ed 1 9ii is in the accuracy of the normal approximation to the distribution. 
In reality the number of fundamental words used in comparisons are N=100 or 200 

(see for example, Yasumoto, B. and Honda, M.(1978)). Moreover, if we regard that 
some groups of consonants, for example, "h" and "p" or "b" and "v", have the same 

pronunciation, the number of all consonants is d=21. If this is the case, ai and bi are 
about N/d =5 or 10 and hence contingency tables tend very sparse. Thus, as is well 
known, the normal approximation of a specific cell count 9ij might not be good. But we 
are concerned in the distribution of the diagonal sum X = Ed 19ii which might have a 
good approximation to the normal. We will give the moment formulas up to the fourth 
order of X, and will compare the kurtosis and skewness of the distribution with those 

of a normal distribution. 

    The following lemma is well known, but we give a proof since it is instructive to 

get the moments of any order. 
    LEMMA 2.1. 

E{0,31 =aNi , 1 < i, j < d. 
    PROOF. 

E{923} = > 0i3 P(0) 
B E S2 

T7T7 
        _!ldlldb;            _s=1as't=1t'              E 0,3dT~-77d 

                BEQ N!ms=1nt=1 Bst! 
                                  a!~b                         Cai!bj l                                               s~ist~jt. 

                 B~~Oa!... (eij—1)! ...eid!N!~sifld=1gst! 
aibj (ai — 1)!(b3 — 1)!  Ilsoi as! fltoj bt!  

                  N BES2'Oil! ... (eij — 1)!...eid! (N — 1)!llsant1Bst! 
              _ aibj 

N 

where 1'={9E 1l:0,3 > 1}. 

   We obtain the following moments formulas in a similar way as Lemma 2.1. 

    PROPOSITION 2.2. 

                    E{X}= —~ 
i=1
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    PROPOSITION 2.3. For different integers  i,  j,  k,  1, we have the following moment 

formulas. 

aibiajbj  E{9ii9jj } =                 N(N — 1) 

            E 9..   =a2(a2 — 1)b2(b2 — 1) + E{eii},         {Z}N(N — 1) 
aibiajbjakbk E{e

iiejjekk} = N(N -1)(N-2)' 

E{9ii9jj} = ai(ai — 1)bi(bi — 1)ajb3 + E{9ii8jj}, N(N-1)(N-2) 
              ai(ai--------------------------------------------— 1)(ai — 2)bi(bi — 1)(bi — 2)2       E{60

,3,1 =+ 3E{9ii} — 2E{9ii}, N(N-1)(N-2) 
aibiajbjakbkaibz E{9

iiejjekkeu} = N(N —1)(N —2)(N — 3)' 

    E8iejjekk       {} =ai(ai — 1)b2(b2 — 1)ajbjakbk+E{9ii9jj8kk}, N(N-1)(N-2)(N-3) 

          3ai(ai — 1)(ai — 2)bi(bi — 1)(bi — 2)ajbj         E{9i9jj}_                      N(N — 1)(N — 2)(N — 3) 
                    + 3E{9i0jj} — 2E{9ii9jj}, 

          22ai(ai — 1)bi(bi — 1)aj(a3 — 1)b3(bj — 1)        E{9i8jj} _                      N(N — 1)(N — 2)(N — 3) 
                    + E{9ii9jj } + E{9iiqj } — E{9ii9jj }, 

         E{941 =ai(ai — 1)(ai — 2)(ai — 3)bi(bi — 1)(bi — 2)(bi — 3)  N(N-1)(N-2)(N-3) 
                   + 6E{9i} — 11E{9i} + 6E{9ii}, 

d E{X2} = E E{9i} + E E{9ii9jj}, 
            i=1 i#j 

d 

E{X3} = E E{9i} + 3 E E{9229jj} +> E{9ii9jjekk}, and 
           i=1 i#j 

d 

E{X 4} = E E{94 }+ 4E E{9ii9jj }+ 3E E{9ii9;; } 
         i=1 •i#ji#j 

                      +6E1EfOi2i0jjOkk}  + E2E{eiiejjekkell}, 

where none of i, j, k are equal in E1 and none of i, j, k, l are equal in E2. 

    To measure the closeness between the distribution of X and the normal, we can 

calculate the skewness s = E{(X — µ)3}/u3 and the kurtosis k = E{(X — t)4}/Q4 by 
using these moment formulas, where ii, is the mean and u2 is the variance. For the special 

cases of N = d2 and the row sums {d, d, ... , d} and the column sums {d, d, ... , d}, these 
quantities are obtained as functions of d,
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                  (d-2)d+1 
                _ sd2 -2  

(d + 1)(3d4 — 2d3 — 18d2 + 19d + 6)  
d(d2 — 2)(d2 — 3) 

   These become asymptotically 0 and 3, respectively, which suggests the fitness of 
the normal approximation. As we will show later in Section 4 and 5, the GramCharlier 
approximation is much more good. The following Table 2 lists the values of skewnesses 
and kurtosises for d = 3, 4, ... ,10. 

    Table 2. Skewness and kurtosis of the concordance number, 
             N = d2, the row sums {d, ..., d}, and the column sums {d, ..., d}.

3. Metropolis walk on the set of contingency tables 

   Let S2 = S2({ai}, {bi}) be the set of all d x d contingency tables with the fixed row 
sums fail and the fixed column sums {bi}. To simulate the generalized hypergeometric 
distribution on the set Il, we utilize a Metropolis walk on it which is a Markov chain with 
the objective distribution in the limit. When the Metropolis walk reaches to the limit 
distribution, we can generate a random element with the limit distribution. But, tracing 
the walk and recording it at intervals of some steps, we can expect to get a series of 
random elements with the objective distribution. Such a walk on the set of contingency 
tables is argued in Diaconis, P. and Holmes, P.(1995) where the limit distribution is a 
uniform distribution. For a more general framework of the Metropolis walk see Besag, J., 
Green, P., Higdon, D. and Mengersen,K.(1995) and for some examples of the calculation 
of the convergence rate see Diaconis, P. and Hanlon, P.(1992). 

   In the following we state the construction process of the Metropolis walk. 

  1. Select an initial starting d x d contingency table 9. 

  2. In 8, select randomly two different rows i1 and i2 and two different columns j1 and 

  3. Choose a candidate, say 9', of the next state (contingency table) as follows. Throw 
    a fair coin. If a head occurs, add 1 to the cells (ii, ii) and (i2,./2), and subtract 1 

    from the cells (i1, j2) and (i2, jl ). If a tail occurs, subtract 1 from the cells (i1, j1) 
    and (i2, i2), and add 1 to the cells (i1i j2) and (i2i j1). The resulting contingency 

    table is the candidate 9'. 

 4. If the 8' is illegal (that is, goes outside of Il) then the walk keeps staying at 
    the present state. Otherwise the walk moves to the state 9' with an acceptance
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    probability  min{1, Tr(9') / ir(9)} where ir denotes the objective generalized hyper
    geometric probability. Set 9 = 9' and go to Step 2. 

   Using this Metropolis walk we are able to simulate various aspects of the distribu
tion of the sum of diagonals, that is, the concordance number. To check the fit of the 
simulation by the Metropolis walk, here we consider a special case of al = = ad = 
bi = = bd = d, d = 3, 4, ..., 10. Table 3 lists the moments of X obtained by the 
Metropolis walk simulation where µ3 and µ4 are the central moments of the third and 
the fourth order, respectively. Note that in this case E(X) = d. In each walk initial 
5000 steps were discarded and then 50000 steps were recorded in every 120 steps by 
which the empirical distribution and moments were calculated. Listed in the lower half 
of the table are the exact moments obtained by Proposition 2.3. The closeness of the 
figures in the upper and lower halves of the table indicates that the walks have attained 
the limit distribution, though the closeness between moments is a week evidence for the 
closeness between distributions. This encourages us to study the various aspects of X 
by this method. Note that we will more closely check the convergence of the distribution 
in the later sections.

Table 3. Moments of X, 

        upper half : moments by simulation, 

         lower half : exact moments.

4. Normal approximation 

   In Section 2 we saw that the skewness and kurtosis of the null distribution of the 

concordance number were near to those of the normal distribution. In this section, we
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discuss how close the upper probabilities of X are to those of the normal distribution. 
We obtain the upper probabilities through three methods, the Metropolis simulation, the 
normal approximation, and the GramCharlier approximation by using the moments up 
to the fourth order obtained in Section 2. Note that in this paper both approximations 

are always adjusted by continuity correction. In this Metropolis simulation the number 
of replication is 900000. Except this we use the same parameters as in Section 3.

Table 4. Upper probabilities.

   Table 4 lists values x and the upper probabilities  P{X > x} whose values are 
approximately from 1% to 10%. We have the exact upper probabilities only for d = 3, 4, 5 
because for d > 6 the calculation becomes untractable due to the explosion of the number 
of cases. The normal approximation is given by 1 — (1.(z), z = (x — µ — 0.5)/o, where
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 it and a2 are the mean and the variance for the exact distribution (Table 3) and is 
the standard normal distribution function. The GramCharlier approximation up to the 
fourth order(for the definition see Kendall, M.G. and Stuart, A.(1977)) is given by 

            1 — (I)(z) + 0(z){ 1 s(z2 — 1) + 24(k — 3)(z3 — 3z)}, 

where s and k are the skewness and kurtosis (Table 2), respectively, and 0 is the standard 
normal density function. The closeness of the figures in the third column and the sixth 
column for d < 5 indicates that the Metropolis walk reaches to the stationary generalized 

hypergeometric distribution, so the simulation precisely generates the distribution of the 
concordance number. Table 4 indicates that the normal approximation is a little rough, 
but the GramCharlier approximation is very good, especially for large d.

5. Pvalues for real data 

   In this section, we will give the upper probabilities and pvalues by the GSTM for 
the concordance numbers between Old Japanese language and some other languages. 
The concordance numbers calculated here are between (1) Old Japanese and Korean in 
the middle age, (2) Old Japanese and Vietnamese, (3) Old Japanese and Indonesian and 

(4) Old Japanese and Tahitian. We used 200 basic words selected from each languages 
by Yasumoto, B. and Honda, M.(1978). These pairs of languages are summarized in 
Table 5, 6, 7, and 8. They treat the consonants in the following groups as having the 

same pronunciation; (1) h, p, b, f, v and x, (2) t, c, tf, ts, s, d and z, (3) k, g, q and nq, 
and (4) 1 and r. We also follow their treatment.

Table 5. Contingency table for Old 

         Japanese and Korean.

Table 6. Contingency table for Old 

         Japanese and Vietnamese.
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Table 7. Contingency table for Old 

         Japanese and Indonesian.

Table 8. Contingency table for Old 

        Japanese and Tahitian.

   Yasumoto, B. and Honda, M.(1978) give the pvalues by the STM, but we here 

give the pvalues by the GSTM. Table 9 lists the upper probabilities obtained by three 
methods, the Metropolis simulation, the normal approximation, and the GramCharlier 
annroximation.

    The concordance numbers obtained from the actual contingency tables (Table 5, 
6, 7, 8) are underlined in the second column, the upper probabilities for which are the 

pvalues. In the Metropolis walk, all the effective step numbers are taken 900000 and 
the effective steps are chosen in every 120 steps. Initial 5000 steps are discarded in each 
walk.

   In table 9, first of all, it should be noted that all the probabilities by the Metropolis 
simulation is reliable at least up to three places of decimals because the values were stable 
from 700000 steps to 900000 in our simulations. Table 9 indicates that the pvalues by 
the GSTM for Old Japanese vs. Indonesian and for Old Japanese vs. Korean in the 
middle age are extremely small. This corresponds to the result in Yasumoto, B. and 
Honda, M.(1978) that the former pair's p-value by the STM is less than 0.001 and the 
latter is less than 0.0001. Note that the concordance numbers given by us are slightly 

different from that given in Yasumoto, B. and Honda, M.(1978). This may be because 
of some ambiguity in the list of selected words in Yasumoto, B. and Honda, M.(1978). 
From these differences we could not compare precisely these pvalues.
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Table 9. Upper probabilities for the concordance numbers.

    About the closeness between the Metropolis simulation and two approximations, 

these are considerably close, so both of the two approximations are good. More closely 

looking at the table, however, we can see that in almost all cases the accuracy of the 

normal approximation is up to two places of decimals, while that of the GramCharlier 

is up to three places of decimals. For example, in Old Japanese and Vietnamese the 

p-value by the simulation is 0.08093 and that by the GramCharlier approximation is 
also 0.08085. On the other hand the pvalues by the normal approximation is 0.07869. 

We also see that the  GramCharlier approximation is much better than the normal 

approximation for the small upper probability. For example, in old Japanese and Korean
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the p-value by the simulation is 0.00234 and that by the GramCharlier approximation 

is also 0.00234. On the other hand the pvalues by the normal approximation is 0 .00164 
and a little far from the one by the Metropolis simulation. It is important that this 

feature is seen in all the upper probabilities in Table  9. Table 10 lists the very small upper 

probabilities. We see that for these small probabilities the GramCharlier approximation 
is clearly better than the normal approximation.

   Table 10. Approximations for small probabilities .

    From the definition of the concordance number X, we can expect that its distribu

tion has a slightly heavy tail on right, which is confirmed by the fact that the values by 

the Metropolis simulation become a little larger than those of the normal approximation 

in Table 9 and Table 10. In our opinion, using the moments up to the fourth order , the 
GramCharlier approximation reduces the influence of the positive skewness . 

    In conclusion, the GSTM improves the default of the STM , the dependency to 
an initial arrangement of fundamental words, and it can be used as a recommendable 

substitute for the STM. To investigate theoretically the GSTM , it is useful to treat 
them in the framework of contingency tables. The p-values by the GSTM are obtained 

through three methods, the Metropolis simulation, the normal approximation and the 

GramCharlier approximation. The Metropolis simulation gives reliable estimates of 

the upper probabilities of the concordance number. The normal approximation is good 

for the practical purpose, but it gives too small estimates for extremely small upper 

probabilities. On the other hand the GramCharlier approximation up to the fourth 
order is much better than the normal approximation and gives much more accurate 

estimates even for the very small upper probabilities. We recommend the GramCharlie 

approximation. 
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